AI-READY.
ARE YOU?
Distribute your AI/HPC workloads with confidence to any location
with our physically secure and quietly efficient Ku:l Micro Data Centre

Iceotope and Lenovo take
HPC out of the data centre
When two leaders in genuine innovation collaborate, you can bet
your bottom dollar that the results will challenge the traditional,
be truly ground-breaking and enable progress around the world.
Our Ku:l Micro Data Centre solution will inspire, motivate and
challenge in equal measures. Highly configurable and scalable,
our GPU-rich solution enables accelerated HPC and AI workloads
in any Edge location whilst maintaining data centre density and
improved energy efficiency.
Bringing our game-changing Micro Data Centre solution to market
are another two big names in the industry. Schneider Electric,
a world leader in energy and automation digital solutions for
efficiency and sustainability and Avnet Integrated, a world leader
in technology design and manufacturing.

Maximise system
performance and
maintain data centre
density in any location
Industries such as oil and gas, financial services,
energy, and healthcare are leveraging GPUs to
extract greater insights and drive innovation utilising
ML, DL, and Inference techniques. Latency-sensitive
predictive models enabling real-time problem
solving and decision making need to be carried out
where the data is generated, so we have decided
to take HPC direct to the data source at the Edge.
Capturing close to 100% of the heat generated from
every part of the system, our GPU-rich Micro Data
Centre solution offers extreme cooling performance
and high-grade heat recovery. Precision delivery of
dielectric coolant maximises the cooling directly to
the hotspots. This means there is no front-to-back air
cooling, no bottom-to-top immersion constraints and
no physical space wasted.
Encapsulating Lenovo ThinkSystem SR670 server
each liquid-cooled chassis is 100% sealed to isolate
and protect the IT from the surrounding atmosphere.
The sealed chassis creates a controlled environment
that is impervious to dust, gases and humidity. With
reliable, efficient heat recovery our Micro Data Centre
solution is able to maintain data centre density whilst
offering improved energy efficiency right where you
need it, regardless of the location.

Sealed, secure and resilient
in the most extreme locations
Iceotope’s liquid-cooled chassis provides unique value by
completely isolating the critical IT from the environment with a
perfectly sealed and resilient enclosure. This enables secure and
tamper-proof computing, storage and networking, providing an
extra level of physical and I/O connective security in the most
extreme locations and climatic conditions.

Low-touch compute and
simplified maintenance
Using dielectric coolant for high-grade heat recovery not only
cools and protects all the IT components, it essentially enhances
the product lifespan. Industry standard form factors allow
maintenance to be carried out on site with familiar ease and no
mess. By removing the need for fans or moving parts, service
intervals are greatly increased allowing low-touch compute and
near-silent operation in any location.

Ku:l Chassis
Iceotope’s Ku:l Chassis is a platform-leap technology
that enables traditional air-cooled servers to be
liquid-cooled and deployed at the Edge. Ku:l offers a
sealed chassis where the entire server is immersed
in a small quantity of dielectric coolant which is
precision delivered to hotspots. The heat is captured
using a gentle recirculating coolant loop inside the
chassis and is transferred to a heat rejection unit via
a plate heat exchanger.

Specifications
Form Factor:

3U enclosure

IT Load:

Up to 3.5kW

Power:

Fully redundant input power feeds

Cooling:

Fully redundant cooling with N+N pumps

Fluid Connections: Dripless quick connects for water
supply/return and dielectric fill/drain
Management:

Basic management included with option
for advanced OOB

Monitoring:

Power, temperature, pressure and fluid
level sensors included as standard

ThinkSystem SR670

Specifications

Lenovo ThinkSystem SR670 provides an optimised
enterprise-grade solution for deploying accelerated
HPC and AI workloads in production. With support
for up to four double-width GPUs per server, the
SR670 is an ideal scale-out solution that maximises
system performance while maintaining data centre
density and a low total cost of ownership (TCO).

Form Factor:

Full-width 2U enclosure

Processors:

2x second-generation Intel® Xeon®
Scalable Processors (up to 205W)
per node

Memory:

Up to 1.5TB using 24x64GB 2933MHz
TruDDR4 3DS RDIMMs per node

I/O Expansion:

Up to 3 PCIe adapters: 2x PCIe 3.0 x16 +
1x PCIe 3.0 x4 slots

Acceleration:

Up to 4 double-wide, full-height, fulllength GPUs (each PCIe 3.0 x16 slots)

Management
Network
Interface:

1x RJ-45 for dedicated 1GbE system
management

Internal
Storage:

Up to 8x 2.5” hot-swap SSD or HDD
SATA drives in rear bays
Up to 2x non-hot-swap M.2 SSDs,
6Gbps SATA in internal bays

NetShelter
Liquid-Cooled
Enclosure System
Iceotope’s Ku:l Chassis comes fully integrated with
Schneider Electric’s NetShelter liquid-cooled enclosure
system. The system includes a dripless fluid manifold
and PDUs with options for an in-rack heat rejection unit,
UPS and EcoStruxureTM IT monitoring.

Peace of mind comes
as standard
Integrated, supported and warrantied by Avnet, the Ku:l
Micro Data Centre solution offers greater efficiency, lower
operating costs, higher levels of resilience, increased
reliability and near silent operation, despite the highpower density of the GPUs being cooled.

Specification
Rack:

24U or 48U APC NetShelter LiquidCooled Enclosure System

Servers:

Up to 16x Ku:l Chassis

Power:

Up to 46kW per 48U enclosure*

Manifold:

24U or 48U fully integrated

Rack Monitor:

Optional

UPS:

Optional

*based on (4) 32A 3-phase feeds with full redundancy

Highly scalable Micro Data Centre with multiple
Edge deployment configurations
The Ku:l Micro Data Centre solution is highly scalable and comes in multiple deployment configurations
from a fully-integrated, plug-and-play half rack to multiple full racks with dedicated outdoor heat rejection.

Ku:l Micro DC (Small)

Ku:l Micro DC (Medium)

Fully integrated, drop-in-place Micro DC with up to 4 servers

Multiple rack deployments with up to 16 servers per rack with highly efficient dedicated outdoor
heat rejection

Servers:

Up to 4x Lenovo ThinkSystem SR670 servers

Servers:

Up to 16x Lenovo ThinkSystem SR670 servers/rack

Power:

Up to 5kW

Power:

Up to 46kW/rack

Rack System:

24U NetShelter rack system with Dripless Fluid Manifold, PDU, optional UPS and rack monitor

Rack System:

48U NetShelter rack system with Dripless Fluid Manifold, PDU and rack monitor

Heat Rejection:

5U rack mount liquid to air heat rejection unit

Heat Rejection:

External Dry Cooler

Monitoring:

EcoStruxureTM IT

Monitoring:

EcoStruxureTM IT

Services Available:

Full lifecycle from install to decommissioning

Services Available:

Full lifecycle from install to decommissioning

To find out more visit
www.fluidedge.tech
To arrange a demo
Call: +44 (0)114 224 5500
Email: sales@iceotope.com

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

www.iceotope.com

